section S1. PL statistics and PL under high powers
Room temperature photoluminescence (PL) of ten emitters is shown in fig. S1a . The ZPLs and linewidth of each emitter are summarized in fig. S1B . Whether the PL spectra remains sharp under high excitation power is an important quality of a SPE. To study this, one representative SPE 2's PL spectra under 5 different pump powers is as displayed in fig. S1C . After normalization and lorentz fitting, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 5 PL spectra remains at 4.69 ± 0.06 nm, which confirms that there is no broadening of the linewidth even under high pump power.
section S2. Polarization statistics
To know more about the polarization of the emitters, we have further measured another 25 emitters. Histogram of the angles for maximum intensity in emission polarization is shown in the fig.S2A . From the measurement, not all the defects show the same orientation and there is no obvious relationship between the maximum emission angle and the crystalline axis of GaN. Moreover, to know the relationship between absorption and emission polarization, we measured both absorption and emission polarization pattern for 9 emitters. Two represent patterns are shown in fig.S2B and fig.S2C . And the difference between the maximum emission and absorption angles are shown in fig. S2D . It shows that the absorption angles are not always normal to the emission angles. Based on our proposed model, these emitters are point defects distributed in cubic inclusions. The emission transition involves only the levels which are high localized, resulting a more distinct radial emission than absorption. However, the exact reason deserves further investigation.
section S3. Second-order correlation fitting procedure
To study energy level dynamics of SPE 1, we did a set of CW g2 measurements at 11 different excitation powers, four of them are shown in fig. S3A and the bunching effect is obvious in g2 curves.
To explain this, at least three energy levels with a shelving state must be considered (39) (see fig. S3B ).
In fig. S3B, 12 k is the excitation rate from energy level 1 to 2 , which is proportional to the power ( 12 kP  ). Other values of xy k represent the decay rate from energy level x to y .The three level system will result in second order correlation function as 
is around 776 ± 39 ps which roughly matches the measured lifetime value 736 ± 4 ps with a pulse laser.
section S4. Model to compare SPEs with and without PSS
We built a numerical model to estimate the enhancement by the PSS structure. Here we provide some complementary information of the model. As shown in fig. S4A , we measured the emission polarization of SPE 1. The emission polarization is measured by rotating half-waveplate before the polarizer in the collection arm of the confocal set up, while fixing the excitation polarizations. It shows that the emitter has a single polarization comment and therefore could be treated as a dipole in the model. fig. S4B , S4C are the top view and side view of the model we created respectively in the Lumerical simulation.
section S5. Comparison between SPEs in pristine GaN and SPEs in GaN grown on PSS
To give a detailed comparison between SPEs in pristine GaN and in GaN grown on PSS, first we found find 5 SPEs in pristine GaN. As shown in fig. S4A , ZPLs of these 5 SPEs are around 1100 nm and fig.  S5B shows that at 10.5 mW, the detected photon counts is around 0.5 M cps. Figure S6 shows g 2 (0) recorded from these five different SPEs in pristine GaN. All g 2 (0) is well below 0.5, confirm that they are indeed single emitters in pristine GaN.
As a comparison, we intentionally find SPEs in GaN grown on PSS with similar spectra wavelength (as shown in fig. S7A ). From the saturation curve in fig. S7B , at 10.5 mW, all 5 SPEs reach more than 1×10 6 counts/s, shows an obvious enhancement. Second order correlation measurement in fig. S8 confirms all 5 emitters we have found are SPEs. We note that different defects exhibit different bunching times and therefore different transition rates to the metastable state. This can originate due to local changes in the dielectric environment, charge fluctuation or alternative non radiative decay pathway. We also measured the lifetimes of all these SPEs both in pristine GaN and in GaN grown on PSS. They are summarized in table S1. No big difference has been observed in terms of lifetime. Also, I∞ from the saturation curve fitting in fig. S5B and fig. S7B are included.
section S6. Modeling of a proposed defect structure
The PL energies are calculated with a simple quasi one-dimension model, where a point defect resides in the neighbourhood of a cubic inclusion of three bilayers in wurzite h-GaN. Photoluminescence is the result of an exciton recombination, whose hole part is tightly localized at the point defect while the loosely localized electron's position is more heavily influenced by the potential lineup generated by the stacking sequence of cubic and hexagonal GaN bilayers. Thus, the binding energy of the exciton and PL wavelength are determined by the relative position of the point defect with respect to the cubic inclusion.
The main motivation behind this model is to generate an otherwise uniform set of PL centres that is able to produce emission with the frequency/energy range of the observed single photon emitters. This can be achieved by putting a point defect with a tightly localized hole state in an environment which is shaped by the inhomogeneous stacking sequence of GaN bilayers, an origin of polymorphism in compound semiconductors, which locally breaks the translation symmetry along the stacking axis. In our case, a three-bilayer part showing the cubic stacking pattern is able to generate various emissions from the same type of point defect.
The energetics of the exciton is a result of the interplay of several partial effects. The original ZPL energy which would be emitted by the point defect in a homogeneous (i.e. a homogeneous fully wurtzite or fully cubic) environment is modified by the varying Coulomb energy when the distance between the respective positions of the hole (localized at the point defect) and the electron (diffusely centered at the low end of the triangular potential of the cubic part) itself varies. The energy is also a function of valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) energy levels at the locations of exciton parts, and in second order, it is also a function of the shape of the electron wavefunction, which results from the CBM profile and the hole's Coulomb potential.
As can be seen, a combination of a point defect of originally 1350 nm photoluminescence and three bilayers of cubic inclusion show the characteristics of measured spectra. The nature of the point defect is responsible roughly for the longest wavelength at which a ZPL line may appear; whereas the width of the cubic inclusion adjusts the interval spanned by ZPL wavelengths, when photoluminescence comes from the point defects in varying positions. We use a uniformly distributed set of point defects, with one position in each GaN bilayer of the neighbourhood of the cubic stacking fault, as well as within the cubic part itself.
The material properties of GaN polymorphs, as well as relative positions of band gaps and most notably the 2.9 MV/cm change of electrical field at the hexagonal-cubic boundary, due to the charge density arising there, have been taken from Refs.40 (electric field) and Refs .41 (material properties). As for the Hamiltonian parameters, the effective mass of the hole is 0.75 me, where me is the mass of the electron, while that of the conduction band electron is roughly 0.25 me. The potential for the electron is the CBM profile along [0001] direction x , whereas the potential for the hole is EVBM(x) + Ebinding δ(x -x0), where x0 is the location of the point defect and Ebinding binding energy is adjusted so that the ZPL of the point defect in perfect h-GaN is at 1350 nm. fig. S1 . PL statistics of GaN emitters and PL under high power. (A) Photoluminescence spectrum (PL) of 10 infrared emitters in GaN at room temperature. (B) Summary of ZPL (zero phonon line) positions and linewidth of PL from 18 infrared emitters in GaN. (C) Normalized PL spectra of SPE 2 at five different pump powers (from 1 mW to 5 mW with 1 mW increment each step). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) remains at 4.69 ± 0.06 nm, which confirms that the emission peaks remain sharp even under high excitation power. The insert figures shows PL intensity saturation curve of SPE 2 yielding a saturation power Ps = 1.89 ± 0.1 mW, and I∞= 0.46 ± 0.1M counts/s. The black dots raw data and the solid red is the fitting with I(P) = I∞×P/(P+Ps), where I(P) is the measured intensity count rate, P is the excitation power, Ps (saturation power) and I∞ (maximum count) are two fitting parameters. S1. Summary of measured lifetimes and maximum counts of SPE A to E in pristine GaN and SPE a to e in GaN grown on PSS. The maximum counts are obtained from the fitting of the curves in fig. S5B and fig. S7B . The tables show that the lifetimes in two samples are similar while the counts for PSS sample is larger than pristine sample in average.
